Assessment Module 4
Vectors

Test your knowledge of Vectors:
1. Which of the following quantities is not a scalar?
a. Length
b. Force
c. Volume
d. Mass
Answer: _b__ A force has both size and direction so it is a vector. It is
important not only to know how big a force is but also to know which direction the
force is being applied.
Incorrect: __a_ Length has no direction so it is a scalar. Try again.
Incorrect: __c_ Volume is how much space an object fills. This is a quantity that
has no direction so it is a scalar. Try again.
Incorrect: __d_ Mass is how much matter in an object. This is a quantity that has
no direction so it is a scalar. Try again.

2. A vector is a measurement that has both size and
a. Strength
b. Magnitude
c. Direction

?

Answer: _c__ This is the correct definition of a vector.
Incorrect: __a_ Strength is another way of saying size. A vector has something
else. Try again.
Incorrect: _b__ Magnitude is another way of saying size. A vector has something
else. Try again.

3. If a force of 10 N is pushing an object to the right, and another force of 5 N is
pushing to the left, what direction will the object move?
a. Left
b. Right
c. Up
d. Down
Answer: _b__ When adding vectors in different directions, take the difference
between the two vectors and keep the direction of the larger force vector.
Incorrect: __a_ This is incorrect. The smaller vector is pointing to the left so the
resultant would not have the same direction as the smaller vector.
Incorrect: __c_ This is incorrect. Neither of the original vectors was pointing up
so the resultant would not point up.
Incorrect: _d__ This is incorrect. Neither of the original vectors was pointing
down so the resultant would not point down.

4. What is the resultant force from the previous problem?
a. 15 N, to the right

b. 5 N, to the left
c. 5 N, to the right
d. 15 N, to the left
Answer: __c_ Think of these vectors as directed numbers. +10 - 5 = +5. The
positive is the direction the 5 is the magnitude.
Incorrect: __a_ This answer would only be possible if the two vectors were both
pointing to the right. Try again.
Incorrect: _b__ This answer would only be right if the larger vector was pointing
to the left. Try again.
Incorrect: __d_ This would only be possible if the two vectors were both pointing
to the left.

5. If the resultant force acting on a Sea Perch is zero, then the Sea Perch is
.
a. Accelerating
b. Decelerating
c. Moving at a constant velocity
Answer: _c__ If the resultant force is zero, then according to Newton’s 2nd Law
the object’s acceleration is also zero. This means the object is either not moving
or moving at a constant velocity.
Incorrect: _a__ According to Newton’s 2nd Law, an object is accelerating only if
the sum of the forces is not zero. Try again.
Incorrect: _b__ According to Newton’s 2nd Law, an object is decelerating only if
the sum of the forces is not zero. Try again.

6. If a Sea Perch is moving at 4 m/s against a current moving against it at 1 m/s
then the resultant velocity will be
.
a. Faster
b. Slower
c. The same
Answer: __b_ The current slows the Sea Perch down. Add the vectors like
directed numbers and you get +4 m/s + (-1m/s) = 3 m/s. This means it is still moving
forward but at a slower velocity of 3 m/s.
Incorrect: _a__ This would be true if the current was moving in the same direction
as the Sea Perch. Try again.
Incorrect: _c__ This would be true only if there was no current working against
the Sea Perch. Try again.

